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frOM THE arTIsTs

Welcome to the study guide for Moses(es), a piece created and per-
formed by the Brooklyn-based company Reggie Wilson/Fist & Heel 
Performance Group. This performance provides young people with 
an excellent introduction to the world of contemporary postmodern 
dance, and will inevitably spark conversation, invigorate your class-
room, and raise questions about movement, music, culture, gender 
roles, identity, community, migrations and live performance. 

Moses(es) is a multi-dimensional piece of live art work and evokes 
many images. Fist & Heel encourages you and your students to 
give your minds permission to expand with the many layers of 
stimulation in this dance piece. 

This is Moses(es)’s New York premiere and we’re very proud to be 
able to perform this work in Brooklyn and bring it home.

Sincerely,
Fist & Heel

HOW TO UsE THIs gUIdE

art experiences, such as the one you have chosen to attend at BaM, 
always work best when themes, ideas, and elements from the perfor-
mance can be aligned with your pre-existing classroom learning.  

This guide has been created to provide you with information that will 
help prepare your students for the performance at BaM. please use 
the exercises and content as you see fit. Note that all bolded words 
are defined in the Vocabulary section on page 6. 

The overall goals of this guide are: to connect to your curriculum with 
standards-based information and activities, to reinforce and encour-
age critical thinking and analytical skills, and to provide you and your 
students with the tools and background information necessary to have 
an engaging, educational, and inspiring experience at BaM.

Be sure to click on text with red type to find additional resources.

YOUr VIsIT TO BaM

The BaM program includes this study guide, a pre-performance 
workshop in your classroom led by a BaM teaching artist, and the 
performance and discussion in the BaM Harvey Theater.

Photo by Julieta Cervantes 
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aBOUT fIsT & HEEL

WHaT’s In a naME?

The name fist & Heel has strong cultural roots in the americas. 
denied their drums, enslaved africans in the americas used clap-
ping, stomping, and other alternative ways to express and honor 
themselves and their traditions in a new land. They reinvented 
their spiritual dance traditions as a soulful art form that white and 
black authorities dismissed as merely “fist (clapping) and heel 
(stomping) worshipping.”

The choreographer reggie Wilson found this description of “fist 
and heel” worshipping while doing research into his family’s 
migration routes in the south, and thought this would be a good 
name for his dance company. Like an archeologist who travels to 
dig and excavate for signs of civilizations past, Mr. Wilson “digs” 
for cultural information that connects the dots of personal and 
cultural histories related to the african diaspora. This particular 
kind of research is in many ways closer to anthropology than it is 
to other kinds of creative practice. In 1989, reggie Wilson created 
his Brooklyn-based reggie Wilson/fist and Heel performance 
group to further his vision, voice, and unique way of working.

THE COMpanY’s MIssIOn

reggie Wilson/fist & Heel performance group believes that the 
body holds a unique potential to know and understand. Through 
this primary focus on embodied learning, fist & Heel looks closely 
at where cultures and societies connect to produce movement. 
The company’s performance work draws on rhythm “languages” of 
spirituals, blues, gospel and other african diasporic traditions.  fist 
& Heel has performed their work at notable venues in the United 
states and abroad.  

The company’s works include: theRevisitation (2012); The Good 
Dance-dakar/brooklyn (2009); The Tale: Npinpee Nckutchie and 
the Tail of the Golden Dek (2006); The Tie-tongued Goat and the 
Lightning Bug Who Tried To Put Her Foot Down (2002); Black 
Burlesque (revisited) (2003); Qoqoda (1999); and love (1996). 

Photo by Julieta Cervantes 
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aBOUT MOsEs(Es)

“Wilson’s poetic work often has historical resonance.” 
—The new York Times

Moses(es) examines the idea of how we lead and why we follow. 
It explores and questions our expectations of and relationships to 
leadership, in the context of african diasporic migrations, beliefs, 
and cultural practices. 

Ideas for this new work began with Mr. Wilson’s re-reading of Zora 
Neale Hurston’s Moses, Man of the Mountain (the Moses story told 
as a southern folk tale in african-american vernacular), and with 
his exploratory travels to Israel, Egypt, Turkey, and Mali. The book 
stirred questions about Moses—his responsibilities, his humanness, 
the idea of his being an ‘outsider’ in another land and culture, and 
the cultural significance of the many iterations of this larger-than-life 
figure in the african diaspora and elsewhere.

In addition to the Moses story, Mr. Wilson’s personal inspirations 
and extensive research for this project included the life of Zora neale 
Hurston; the nubia region along the nile river in Egypt and sudan, 
the East african mystical religious tradition of Zar; fractal symme-
try in application; and the choreographer Ohad naharin, who Mr. 
Wilson worked with as a young dancer. Because of the many layers 
of research this project incorporated, Mr. Wilson decided to work 
with a dramaturge whose job was to help him sort, condense, and 
focus the most relevant aspects and ideas. The research was then 
shared with the performers as the piece was being constructed, so 
that they could begin to bring their individual layers of understand-
ing to performance. What you will see at BaM is the sum total of 
many elements. 

moses(es)

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY

along with reference to the biblical character Moses, the title of 
this piece, Moses(es), refers to the many other people in history 
who became leaders and guided others to freedom and safety.

ACTIVITY
Write a short essay identifying an individual in history who you 
feel can be referred to as one of the Moses(es). defend why.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.11-12.1
Write arguments to support claims in an analysis of substantive topics or texts,
using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence.

CCSS.ELA-Writing-8-12.6: Write narratives to develop real or imagined experi-
ences or events using effective technique, well-chosen details, and well-struc-
tured event sequences.

Performance Overview: Connecting the Dots
In Moses(es) you’ll see a contemporary dance work with nine 
performers, including the artistic director/choreographer/performer 
reggie Wilson.  

In this work, you will see the use of repetition and variations of 
similar movement patterns in groups of differing sizes. does this 
kind of repetition with slight differences remind you of daily life? 
Contemporary dance aims to connect with what’s going on in the 
present time through ideas and performance. fist & Heel believes 
dance has the ability to suggest alternative perspectives and view-
points that audiences can experience and consider in new ways. 

When asked about building this work, Mr. Wilson replied:
“I think it’s big. It has been challenging, demanding, compelling and 
provocative for me. I hope the viewer will also find this.”

Photo by Julieta Cervantes 



aBOUT rEggIE WILsOn

Mr. Wilson is artistic director, choreographer, and a performer with 
fist & Heel performance group. His work draws from the ritual and 
body languages of the blues, slave, and spiritual cultures of africa 
and africans in the diaspora, combining them with post-modern 
structures and his own movement to create what he calls “post-
african/neo Hoodoo modern dance”.

His work has an ongoing concern and response to the marginaliza-
tion of africa and african diasporic culture. Through his art, Wilson 
demonstrate how much of an influence africa has had on world 
evolution, both throughout history and today.

Wilson’s work has been presented nationally and internationally 
at venues such as new York Live arts (nY), Jacob’s pillow dance 
festival (Ma), Yerba Buena Center for the arts, UCLa Live, and 
redcat (Ca), Vsa nM (nM), Myrna Loy (MT), The flynn (VT), 
Contemporary arts Center (La), dance Umbrella (TX), summerstage 
(nY), Linkfest and festival e’nkundleni (Zimbabwe), dance factory 
(south africa), danças na Cidade (portugal), festival Kaay fecc 
(senegal), and The politics of Ecstasy (germany). 
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VOCaBULarY

Invite your students to do further research on these words before 
or after the performance at BAM.

A cappella 
The voice or a collection of voices used to make music without the 
accompaniment of instruments.

Make sound with your voice. get together with a couple other 
students and see what you can create together with just your 
voices. Beat boxes are allowed!

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.9-10.6 adapt speech to a variety of contexts and tasks, 
demonstrating command of formal English when indicated or appropriate. (see grades 
9–10 Language standards 1 and 3 here for specific expectations.)

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY

Anthropology
The science of human beings and their ancestors through time and 
space, in relation to each other, their environments, and culture. 

Dramaturge
an artist who researches and gives context to a play or other perfor-
mance work, serving as an adviser to the director and performers 
about the world of the piece.

Embodied learning
Information gained and understanding achieved through the use of 
the body.

Postmodern dance
a dance form that maintains that any movement is dance, and any 
person is a dancer, with or without training. 

Migration
To move from one country, place, or locality to another.

Identify in the work Moses(es) how migration was communicat-
ed. recognize and share with the class where your people may 
have migrated from, and what is your own daily migration from 
where you live to where you have to go. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.11-12.1a Come to discussions prepared and having read 
and researched material under study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring 
to evidence from texts and other research on the topic or issue to stimulate a thought-
ful, well-reasoned exchange of ideas.

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY

Repetition  
repetition is when a word, phrase, or motion is repeated several 
times, often in close proximity, to emphasize an idea.  
 

Create a sequence that is made up of five movements. Choose 
music, sound or words and make a short presentation. repeat 
the same five movements in order to form repetition. perform the 
repetition for you class. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.SL.11-12.1a Come to discussions prepared and having read 
and researched material under study; explicitly draw on that preparation by referring 
to evidence from texts and other research on the topic or issue to stimulate a thought-
ful, well-reasoned exchange of ideas.

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY

Research
The careful study done to find and report new information and gain 
deeper understanding about a subject.

Religion  
In dance, religious ideas can be used to generate movement that 
suggests or refers to an organized system of beliefs, ceremonies, 
and rules used to worship. as an example, watch alvin ailey’s 
revelations, which references specific religious traditions.

Ritual  
In dance, ritualistic movements are sourced from specific 
ceremonies, rites, or social customs.

Variation 
Variation is a change in process or appearance that 
prevents repetition.

perform the “repetition” sequence three times, but each time 
change it slightly so that each one is a variation of the original.

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.11-12.3c
Use a variety of techniques to sequence events so that they build on one another 
to create a coherent whole and build toward a particular tone and outcome (e.g., a 
sense of mystery, suspense, growth, or resolution).

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY

 

Zora Neale Hurston 
Zora neale Hurston was an american folklorist, anthropologist, and 
author during the time of the Harlem renaissance.  Her 1939 novel, 
Moses, man of the Mountain blends the Moses of the Old Testament 
with Moses of black folklore and song to create a novel of the perse-
cution of slavery and the dream of freedom.
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You’re the Dramaturge

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY

a dramaturge is a lesser-known but still incredibly important 
person involved in the creation of many live performances. His 
or her job is to be a resource for the director and performers, 
doing research and providing context for the creative work. 

pick one of the following areas of interest reggie Wilson ex-
plores in Moses(es) and research it. Write a brief summary of 
your findings (no more than 300 words) and include a few sug-
gestions for ways Mr. Wilson might incorporate your research.

1. The life of Zora neale Hurston
2. The biblical Moses story
3. nubia (modern or ancient)
4. The Zar religious tradition
5. fractal symmetry
6. african migrations in the Middle East

man of the mountain

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY

Identify a passage from Zora neale Hurston’s Moses, Man 
of the Mountain that you feel might lend itself to a dramatic 
movement or sequence in Moses(es). Watch the piece carefully, 
and see if you think your chosen passage was incorporated. 

CCSS.ELA-Literacy.W.11-12.3e: Provide a conclusion that follows from 
and reflects on what is experienced, observed, orresolved over the course 
of the narrative.

 

rEsOUrCEs
 

1. InTrOdUCTIOn 
This solo begins as an informative lecture given by reggie Wilson 
on his personal history and research, and evolves into an entranced, 
rhythmic telling of the hidden rituals of Christians of the african 
diaspora. 

2. reggie Wilson talks about the beginning of Moses(es)

3. reggie Wilson/fist and Heel performance group
 
4. postmodernism In Judson Memorial Church Cultural studies 
Essay
 
5. Hurston, Zora neale; Moses, Man of the Mountain; 2009; first 
Harper perennial edition.
 
6. Watch here to learn about fractal symmetry and its use in 
african culture
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDUlPwwNFGg#t=11
http:///www.fistandheel.org/
http://www.ukessays.com/essays/cultural-studies/postmodernism-in-judson-memorial-church-cultural-studies-essay.php#ixzz2hGEJmQHz
http://www.ukessays.com/essays/cultural-studies/postmodernism-in-judson-memorial-church-cultural-studies-essay.php#ixzz2hGEJmQHz
http://www.ted.com/talks/ron_eglash_on_african_fractals.html


Major support for BaM Education programs provided by:

       

Leadership support for BaM Education programs is provided by The Irene 
diamond fund.

Expansion of BaM’s Community and Education programs made possible by 
the support of The sHs foundation.

Leadership support for school-time performances, pre-show preparation 
workshops and educational film screenings is provided by The simon and 
Eve Colin foundation and Lemberg foundation.

development of new education and community initiatives at the BaM 
fisher supported by altman foundation; Brooklyn Community foundation; 
The simon & Eve Colin foundation; rockefeller Brothers fund; and 
The skirball foundation.

Education programs at BaM are supported by: 
Jody and John arnhold; Barker Welfare foundation; Tiger Baron foundation; 
The Bay and paul foundations; Constans Culver foundation; The Corinthian 
foundation; The della rosa family foundation; Judith and allan fishman; 
William and Mary greve foundation; Charles Hayden foundation; The rita 
and alex Hillman foundation; Jaharis family foundation; Emily davie and 
Joseph s. Kornfeld foundation; david and susan Marcinek; national grid; 
Tony randall Theatrical fund; Tracey and phillip riese; The Jerome robbins 
foundation, Inc.; The david rockefeller fund; Martha a. and robert s. ru-
bin; May and samuel rudin family foundation; In Memory of robert sklar; 
sills family foundation; Jospeh and silvia slifka foundation; sam and Ellen 
sporn; surdna foundation; The alvin and fanny B. Thalheimer foundation; 
Travelers foundation; Michael Tuch foundation; Turrell fund; Joseph Leroy 
and ann C. Warner fund.

Education programs at BaM are endowed by:
Lila Wallace-reader’s digest Endowment fund for Community, Educational, 
& public affairs programs; Martha a. and robert s. rubin; William randolph 
Hearst Endowment for Education and Humanities programs; The Irene dia-
mond fund; and The robert and Joan Catell fund for Education programs.

Your tax dollars make BaM programs possible through funding from:

       

BaM would like to thank the Brooklyn delegations of the new York state as-
sembly, Joseph r. Lentol, delegation Leader; and new York senate, senator 
Velmanette Montgomery, delegation Leader. 

 The BaM facilities are owned by the City of new York and benefit from pub-
lic funds provided through the new York City department of Cultural affairs 
with support from Mayor Michael r. Bloomberg; Cultural affairs Commis-
sioner Kate d. Levin; the new York City Council including Council speaker 
Christine C. Quinn, finance Committee Chair domenic M. recchia, Jr., 
Cultural affairs Committee Chair Jimmy Van Bramer, the Brooklyn delega-
tion of the Council, and Councilwoman Letitia James; and Brooklyn Borough 
president Marty Markowitz.

BAM Education & Humanities
The mission of BaM Education & Humanities is to ignite imagination and 
ideas. Through programs that enrich the audience experience, spark conver-
sation, and generate creative engagement, we turn the light on for curious 
minds.

BaM Education connects learning with creativity, engaging imagination by 
encouraging self-expression through in- and after-school arts education pro-
gramming, workshops for students and teachers, school-time performances, 
and comprehensive school-break arts programs.

After-School Programs & In-School Residencies:
Young film Critics 
arts & Justice 
dancing Into the future 
shakespeare Teaches students 
shakespeare Teaches Teachers 
Young shakespeare 
africandanceBeat

Department of Education and Humanities Staff:
stephanie Hughley: Vp Education & Humanities
steven McIntosh: director of Education & family programs
John p. Tighe, dMa: assistant director
Violaine Huisman: Humanities director
shana parker: director of Operations for Education & Humanities
John s. foster, ph.d.: Education Manager
Verushka Wray: program Manager
Eveline Chang: program Manager
Jennifer Leeson: Operations Manager for Education & Humanities
nathan gelgud: Box Office Manager
Cathleen plazas: Internship Coordinator
Molly silberberg: Humanities Coordinator
Tamar McKay: administrative assistant
rebekah gordon: administrative assistant
Victoria Collado: Education Intern
alix rosenfeld: Humanities Intern

About the Creator of this Guide 
Rhetta Aleong is from Trinidad and Tobago where her roots are in commu-
nity theater, local performance art, and a good Catholic all-girls high school. 
she has a journalism degree, with an art bent, from school of Visual arts. 
aleong began working with reggie Wilson in 1991 and is a proud board 
member of fist and Heel performance group. she has also worked with pat 
akien, Michael steele, Helen Camps, noble douglas (Trinidad), anita gonza-
lez, Hattie gossett, Tiyé giraud, Cynthia Oliver, and Lawrence goldhuber. 
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